AUSTRIA

- 2019 foundation as CIGRE Austria NGN - TU Graz (approx. 50 members)
- Since 2020 CIGRE Austria NGN
- 2021 more than 100 NGN members in Austria

- deliberate avoidance of local groups due to the size of the country
- local contact persons (experienced members) for potential and active members

- Seminars and Webinars held by experts from industry and research
- Joint events with other young professionals or student organisations in the field of electrical engineering in Austria
- Joint webinars with other NGNs
- Promotion of CIGRE and CIGRE NGN at universities
- Networking opportunities (during Cov-19 pandemic organized as online events)
- Collaboration in organisation of CIGRE events organized by CIGRE Austria
- Assisting other countries in the process of founding a local NGN with useful hints, tricks and contacts

The NGN is a great platform to meet motivated young professionals for sharing ideas and knowledge to solve issues in the power system of today and tomorrow.

Kerstin Weindl
NGN Austria Member

Foundation assembly in Graz
Video greeting to the swedish foundation assembly

First annual general meeting

More pictures will follow when events are possible again …